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**Title**: Endoscopic ear surgery: principles, indications, and techniques / [edited by] Livio Presutti, Daniele Marchioni.

**Imprint**: Stuttgart : Thieme, 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>SHELF NO</th>
<th>NOTE</th>
<th>STATUS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frik Scott Lib</td>
<td>617.80590222 END</td>
<td></td>
<td>CHECK SHELF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Shelf No**: 617.80590222 END

**Phys. Description**: xv, 403 p. : col. ill. ; 32 cm.
- text
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- unmediated
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- volume
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**Bibliog.**: Includes bibliographical references and index.

**Subject**: Ear -- Endoscopic surgery -- Atlases.

**Local Subj**: bgoto.

**Alt Author**: Presutti, Livio.
Marchioni, Daniele.

**ISBN**: 9783131630414 cased
3131630418 cased
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THE HUNT IS ON...

Why do you use

Google

South Africa

and not rather...
to find information for your research?

Databases contain references to journal articles which are

– scholarly
– peer reviewed / refereed / edited

And they allow for a much more sophisticated and refined search.
IT’S LIKE FISHING...

- Step 1: searching
  – search tips

- Step 2: finding
STEP 1: SEARCHING

• Search for information on a topic using scholarly databases.

• Which databases? Determined by your topic.

  – EBSCO (Academic Search, Africa-Wide Information, Cinahl, HealthSource, MedLINE, PsycINFO, SPORTDiscus etc.)

  – ScienceDirect, Web of Science, etc.
**STEP 1: SEARCHING - TIPS**

- **and and or:**
  - nasal obstruction **and** sport
  - sport **or** exercise
  - nasal obstruction **and** (sport **or** exercise)
STEP 1: SEARCHING - TIPS

• truncation *, e.g.
  – diet* (diet, diets, dietary, etc.)
  – child* (child, children, childhood, etc.)

• phrase: one concept, more than one word, e.g.
  – “south africa”
  – “nasal cavity”
GOOD SEARCH

“nasal obstruction*” and (sport or exercis* or rowing)
STEP 1: SEARCHING - TIPS

• Field searching
  – e.g. search only for words in the title

• Limiters / filtering
  – publication date
  – material type
  – language, etc.
STEP 1: SEARCHING

- Off-campus access – why?
- UFS ID, UFS password
  - Help desk: 051 401 2752
STEP 1: SEARCHING

• Search results
  – mark relevant results
  – output

• Demo
STEP 2: FINDING

- Immediate **access** from the results of step 1, your information search:
  - full text available immediately in .pdf or .html
  - link through from search results: link resolver:
    - Full Text Finder
STEP 2: FINDING

• Reference you find in a bibliography or from a lecturer or wherever:
STEP 2: FINDING

• Reference you find in a bibliography or elsewhere:

UFS ELECTRONIC JOURNALS
STEP 2: FINDING

• UFS – library – off campus - journals – electronic journals A- Z link

• Why go through the Library? Why use the off-campus when you work from home?
STEP 2: FINDING

- Type in the JOURNAL title.
- System resolves our access, built on enormous knowledge base of what we have access to.
- Follow a link that will lead you to your article.
STEP 2: FINDING

• What if it’s not available?
• Social networking! Researchgate, Academia.edu, LinkedIn, etc via Google
STEP 2: FINDING

• What if it’s still not available?
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